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Before LORDS JUSTICES VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, ROMER, and COZENS-HARDY.

July ~3rd, 1906.

NORTHERN PRESS AND ENGINEERING COMPANY LD. AND ANNAND v.
5 R. HOE & CO.

Patent.-Action for infringement of two Patente.s-Subject-matter.s--Patents
held invalid.-Appeal dismissed.

A Patent was gl"anted in 1893 for v Improuemente in web printing, folding,
"cutting and delivering machines." The alleged improvements consisted in

10 placing two printing mechanisms end to end with a longitudinal folder
between them, and with paths of tapes for conducting the printed web from
the printing mechanism to the folder. A second Patent ioas granted in 1897

for" Improvements in and relating to toeb printing, folding, and cutting
"machinery." The alleged improvements consisted partly ill duplicating the

15 printing mechanisms, the subject of the first Patent, so as to enable a larger
number of sheets to be associated, folded, and cut, and also to enable the parts
of which the machine was composed to be worked separately. In an action for
infringement of these Patents the Plaintiffs contended that the allegedinventions
resulted in an increase of speed and certainty of operation, w~th greater

20 readiness of access to the work'ing parts, and greater utility from the
divisibility of the machine. The Defendants contended that the Plaintiffs'
machines were a- mere collocation, not involving ingen1.~ity, of well-known
mechanisms, without the aduantapee alleged, and that there was no subject
matter, or that, if there was subject-matter in the specific arranqements, the

25 Defendants had not infringed. Held, by Joyce J., that the Patent of 1898 was
invalid for want of subject-matter, and, as to the Patent of 1897, that if the
first Olaim was to be construed widely the Patent was invalid for want of
subject-matter, but if it was to be construed very narrowly the Defendants had
not infringed it. The action was dismissed with costs. The Plaintiffs

30 appealed.
The appeal was dismissed with costs.

On the 6th of November 1893, Letters Patent (No. 21,068- of 1893) were
granted to Robert Cumming Armand for "Improvements in web printing,
" folding, cutting, and delivering machines."

35 The amended Complete Specification, so far as material for this report, was
as follows :-" My invention has reference to the production of newspapers.
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" and the like, and relates to machines of the type in which a web or con
"tinuous sheet is printed, folded longitudinally er and transversely er-ltetft,
" cut CfB-s8me-easee-hefer-e-fel.4i:ag-a:aa-fft-etfter-ettses after longitudinal folding)
"and finally delivered in the folded state. Seme-ef These machines are so
" arranged that webs from two printing mechanisms, either two full width 5
" webs, or a full width web and a half width web, can be associated or super-
" posed before being folded,wlH±e-ethera-are arrange4-se-that tae-web-is-eHt
H-tffifHwe~--fHte-Bheett;-aefere-beffig--fel4e4.;-efle-ahee~beiH:g:--semetfmee

ll-aeseeffite4-wi-th-aHether-aheet.
" }\Iy invention e6mfH4seB consists of a special combination of two printing 10

" mechanisms and one folding mechanism single or double; fmj:tFtwe4-meehanisHl
ll-ffir-gffiBg--the longitu4inal ..felG,-B7ft4~-fffipre¥e4--ffieeftQftiam-4er-gffiHg-the

ll-~er8e--ffil4-er-4eMs.

" In my combination of two printing mechanisms and one folding mechanism
" I erect the two printing mechanisms end to end but with sufficient space 15
" between them for the folding mechanism which I place in such space, I
" arrange paths of tapes to lead the printed webs (which may both be full
" width webs or one a full width and the other a half width web) from both

" machines to a position above the folder. If the folder is double, that is to
" say composed of two folders set back to back so as to be capable of folding 20
" two webs separately, I can as required either lead the two webs to the two
" folders respectively so as to be separately folded, or I can lead both webs to
" the same folder so that they can be associated and folded together. If on the
"other hand the folder is single both webs will be led to it and be associated
" and folded together. In either case either of the printing mechanisms can be 25
" worked separately and the web be carried therefrom to the folder.

" The combination of two printing mechanisms and one folding mechanism
" as above described will be fully understood on reference to Efg:are-± of the
" accompanying drawings. A and B represent respectively the two printing
,. mechanisms of which only the last stereotype cylinder a and corresponding 30
"blanket cylinder b are shown. These two machines it will be understood
" are erected end to end with sufficient space between them for the folding
" mechanism, C is the folding mechanism which is shown as double, C and d
" being respectively the two internal folders. e is one of the external folders
"which is long enough to co-act when required with both of the internal 35
'" folders c and d in effecting the longitudinal fold. f f represent a path of
" tapes to lead the printed web from the machine A to the top of the folder C
'II and g g represent another path of tapes to lead the printed web from the
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" machine B to the top of the folder. The two webs may be both guided as
" will be well understood down one of the folders c and d so that they become
"associated and folded together, or they may be guided separately down the
" two folders respectively so that they become folded separately. From the

5 "folding mechanism the longitudinally folded webs pass to the transverse
"folding, cutting and delivery mechanism of any suitable kind as is well
" understood. ."

The Patentee claimed :-" 'I'he combination of mechanism, substantially as
" hereinbefore described, comprising two printing mechanisms erected end to

10 "end with a space bet/ween thern ; a double or single longitudinal folder placed
" in the said space for folding the paper web or webs from one or both of the
"said printing mechanisms and passing the same on to transverse folding,
" cutting and delivery mechanism; and the paths of tapes between the said
"printing mechanisms and the said longitudinal folder for conducting the

15 "printed webs from the printing mechanisms to the longitudinal folder, as set
" forth."

There were seven Claims in the Specification originally, but of these all but
the first were struck out by amendment.

On the 22nd of March 1897, Letters Patent (No. 7401 of 1897) were granted
20 to Robert Cumming Annand for "Improvements in and relating to web

" printing, folding, and cutting machinery."
The Complete Specification, so far as material for this report, was as follows :

" My invention has reference to web printing, folding and cutting machinery,
" and it comprises a particular arrangement of multiple web printing and fold-

25 "ing machine: a cutting device whereby the printed and partly folded sheets
" as they are passing through between the last pair of folding rollers have a
" part cut off the folded sheet so as to trim it at one or both ends; an improved
"arrangement for securing to an auxiliary cylinder in the printing machine
"one or more type bar holders or type boxes for printing late news in one or

30 "more of the pages: and an improved construction of such type bar holders.
" In my improved arrangement of multiple web printing and folding machine

" four separate printing mechanisms printing" from four rolls of paper are
" combined and in such a manner as to make the machine occupy comparatively
"small space while all the mechanism is so disposed that the attendants have

35 ,. ready access to all parts. Two of the four printing mechanisms are arranged
" facing each other at the lower part of the machine with a space between them
"in which the folding mechanism which may be single or double is placed,
" the two rolls of paper being at the two ends of the machine respectively.
" The other two printing mechanisms are disposed above the two first above

40 "described and each of them has its printing and ink cylinders practically in
" line, the outer ends of the presses, that is to say the ends nearest the rolls of
"paper, being lower than the ends extending towards the centre of the
,. machine.

" Roughly .speaking the two top mechanisms are so arranged and disposed in
45 "relation to each other that a line passing through the axes of the cylinders of

'" the one mechanism and a similar line passing through the axes of the
" cylinders of the other mechanism will intersect each other above the top of
" the machine.

" This arrangement of the mechanisms allows all the 4 reels of paper to be
50 "on the outside of the machine.' It also avoids the necessity of having to lift

" the rolls of paper for the upper two mechanisms very high before they reach
" the brackets in which they are carried. The two upper mechanisms in sloping
" downwards towards the rolls of paper leave comparatively little distance
" between the first printing cylinder and the rolls of paper. Their sloping

55 "up\vards towards the middle of the machine gives space underneath them
" for the mechanism for associating and folding the webs.
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"Figure 1 of the accompanying drawings is a general view somewhat
"diagrammatic illustrating a four reel printing machine constructed in the
" manner hereinbefore described. In this figure P! and p2 represent res
" pectively the two lower printing presses and p3 and p4 the two upper presses.
" Al A2 A3 A4 are respectively the inking mechanisms and BI B2 B3 B4 the ink 5
" fountains of the 4 presses. These parts are of the usual kind and require no
" further description. Only a few of the composition rollers are shown; their
" arrangement can be varied as desired; they are usually arranged to suit the
'II class of printing to be produced by the machine. Rl R2 R3 R4 are the web
" reels appertaining respectively to the 4 presses and WI W2 W3 W4 are the 10
" 4 webs of paper carried by and delivered from these reels. 0 1 0 2 0 3 C4 are
" the stereotype cylinders for printing the first side of the respective webs and
" D! D2 D3 D4 are the corresponding blanket cylinders. FI F2 F3 F4 are the
" stereotype cylinders for printing the second side of the respective webs and
" EI E2 E3 E4 are the corresponding blanket cylinders. 15

" It will be seen that in the case of each of the two lower presses P' p2 the
"inking mechanism Al A2 is placed at the bottom with the fountains B' B2
H outside. The first stereotype cylinder 0 1 0 2 is placed above the large ink
"cylinder and the corresponding blanket cylinder D' D2 is in the same hori-
" zontal plane. The blanket cylindersE' E2 and stereotype cylinders Fl F2 for 20
" printing the second side of the web are arranged almost vertically above the
"first blanket cylinders, the second inking mechanism being arranged hori-
" zontally on the outside of the machine. By this arrangement the stereotype
"cylinders 0 1 02, FI F2 lie with their upper ends fully exposed which admits
h of the stereo plates being put on and removed with great facility. In the 25
" case of each of the two upper presses the two stereotype cylinders and the
" two blanket cylinders are arranged in a straight line somewhat inclined from
"the horizontal. It will be noticed that in these presses also the stereotype
"cylinders 03 0' F3 F4 lie with their upper sides fully exposed. After the
"four webs WI W2 W3 W4 are printed they pass the 'registering' rollers 30
" HI H2 H3 H4 and thence by the pathways of moving tapes to the associating
" and folding mechanism which is hereinafter described. It will be seen that
" the reels Rl R2 R3 R4 are carried at the outside of the machine and that after
"all the webs have been printed they leave their respective presses on the
"inside. They are thus in close proximity to the folding mechanism and 35
" therefore only comparatively short lengths of the webs lie betweenthe print-
" ing mechanisms and the folding mechanism. This is of great service in
" saving strain on the paper and in getting the register and cutting right.

" I will now describe the associating mechanism for dealing with the webs
" after they have been printed and passing them on to the longitudinal folding 40
" device: this folding device may be a single longitudinal folder but preferably
"it consists as in the arrangement shown of two back to back longitudinal
"folders Kl and K2 which may be of any suitable form for folding the webs
" when on the run. The associating mechanism is seen in Figure 1 but is
" shown on a larger scale in Figures 2, 3, and 4: in Figure 2 the switches are in 45
" position for leading 2 of the webs to one folder and the other two to the other
" folder: in Figure 3 they are in position for leading all 4 webs to the folder.
" which is at the left hand side of the figure :' in Figure 4 they are in position
" for leading all 4 webs to the folder which is at the right hand side of the
'~figure. 1 and 2 represent the under runs of tapes for bringing the two webs 50
" WI W2 respectively from the 2 lower printing presses. The tapes 1 pass round
" respectively the rollers 8 and 14 and the tapes 2 round the rollers 9 and 15.
" 3 and 4 are the upper runs of tapes for these same webs; they return round
" rollers 16 and I 7 respectively. Sets of tapes pass as shown round the rollers
" 11 and 12 and down the face of the fold formers K! K2 to the pulleys ,24 and 55
"25. In order to draw up any slack on the webs they are slightly nipped
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'Ii between the tapes passing round the rollers 8 and 14 and the roller 11 and
" again between the tapes passing between 11 and 24 and the roller 14. Lower
" runs of tapes for each of the upper webs W3 \V4 pass round the rollers 10,
,. 19, and 20 and upper runs of tapes pass round the rollers 13 and 18. The

5 "rollers 8, 9, ] 0, 11, 12, and 13 are all driven by gearing from the printing
" machines as will be well understood and their surface speeds should be
"somewhat faster than the rate of travel of the webs. This ensures that
" the webs are kept tight and that the register and cutting are right. L is a
" set of lower switches movable to the right and left on a horizontal axis

10 "LI. M represents one of two or more parallel switch bars free to slide
" on a fixed horizontal rod M! which is itself suspended from a bracket
"M2. The switch bars M and rod M' are omitted in Fig. 1. The lower
" ends of the switch bars M are split or open so as to go over the upper edges of
" the switches L as seen in Figure 2 and thus form an unobstructed pathway for

15 ., the webs. When it is desired to run the lower web WI and the upper web
" W3 to the folder K! and the other two webs W2 and W4 to the folder K2 the

FIG.1.

, 't-:~~::,~" '''_~;-.:=~.::J' ... _-~-
~- -- --- ---- - --- - ------- ---- ---- ----- .._- -- -------------- ----- --- _.._--- -...._------------ ---_.-.

., switches Land M are placed as shown in Figure 2. When it is desired to run
" all the webs of the folder K', the switches M are slid along the rod M! to the
" ends of same against the sides of the framework; this puts them clear of the

~O "webs which are less wide than the framework. The switches L are moved to
" the position seen in Figure 3 and also in Figure 1. When it is desired to run
" all the webs to the folder K2 the switches L are moved to the position seen in
" Figure 4."

"rrhe longitudinal folders K! K2 are of a well known kind and. work in
25 "conjunction with external folding or drawing rollers S S. T T are transverse

" cutting rollers which form no part of my present invention.
" The combined quadruple machine is shown as driven by two driving shafts

" 26, 26, which may receive their motion from any suitable prime mover such
It' for example as a steam or electric motor. The driving shafts 26, .26 carry

30 "toothed wheels 27, 27, gearing with wheels ~8, 28, on the shafts of the blanket
" cylinders El 1£2 : the wheels 28, 28, gear with wheels 29, 29, on the shafts of
" the blanket cylinders DI D2. Motion is also transmitted from the wheels 27,
" 27, to wheels ao, 30, on the shafts of the blanket cylinders D3, D4 by the
" intermediate gear wheels 31 and iJ2, and from the wheels 30, ao, to wheels

35 "3:1, ;~3, on the shafts of the blanket cylinders E3, E4. On the shafts of each of
"the blanket cylinders D! and D? is keyed a bevel wheel 34 meshing with a
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" bevel wheel 35 in the respective ends of a horizontal shaft 36 which connects
" the two lower printing mechanisms. This shaft 36 is in two parts with a
" releasable coupling of any suitable kind at 37. The two machines can thus be
" worked together from either of the driving shafts 26 or separately as desired."

The Patentee claimed :-" 1. In a web printing and folding machine the 5
" combination of t\VO printing mechanisms arranged end to end with a space
" between them, two other printing mechanisms situated respectively above the
" two first named printing mechanisms, and associating and folding mechanism
" in the space between the lower printing mechanisms and below the upper
"printing mechanisms, substantially as hereinbefore described. 2. A device 10
" constructed substantially as hereinbefore described for trimming the ends of
"printed and partly folded sheets. 3. The special arrangements of device
" substantially as hereinbefore described and shown in Figures 5 and 6 and in
"Figures 7 and 8 respectively. 4. The construction of type bar holders
" substantially as hereinbefore described and shown in the drawings. 5. The 15
"fastening of type bars into holders by means of lips on the sides of the
'" holder and indentations at the ends of the type bars, the lips engaging with
" the indentations when the holder is closed up substantially as hereinbefore
"described. 6. The mode or means substantially as hereinbefore described of
" securing one or more type boxes or holders to an auxiliary printing cylinder." 20

On the 27th of July 1904 the Northern Press and Engineer~r~g Company Ld,
and Robert Cumming Annand commenced an action against R. Hoe &; Co. for
infringement of these Patents, claiming the usual relief.

The Plaintiffs by their Statement of Claim alleged that the Plaintiff
Company were the owners of the Patent No. 21,068* of 18~3, that the Complete 25
Specification thereof was amended in accordance with the decision of the
Comptroller General of the 28th of May 1897, and that. the original claiming
clauses had been framed in good faith and with reasonable care and knowledge.
They alleged that the Plaintiff Robert Cumming Annand was at the date of the
writ the owner of the Patent No. 7401 of 1897 and had on the 9th of August 30
1904 assigned the same to the Plaintiff Company. They alleged that the
Defendants had infringed both Patents. By their Particulars of Breaches they
alleged that the Defendants had infringed and threatened to infringe the first
claiming clause of the Specification of each of the Patents by advertising for
sale four roll web printing, folding cutting, and delivery machines like that 35
advertised for sale by them on the top half of page 13 of the "British and
" Colonial Printer and Stationer" of May the 12th 1904; by continuing to
advertise such machines as on pages 12 and 13 of the "Master Printer and
"Newspaper Owner" of September the 17th and October the 1st 1904; and by
having, during 1904, or the latter part of 1903, sold to and erected for Messrs. 40
Hulton &; Go. Ld. of Manchester (the proprietors of the H Manchester Evening
Chronicle") and the News of the World Ld., of Bouverie Street, London, E.C.
(the proprietors of the" News of the World ;') at their respective works four roll
machines similar to the advertised machines mentioned above.

The Defendants by their Defence did not admit the Plaintiffs' ownership of 45
the Patents ; they denied that the original claiming clauses of the Specification
of the Patent No. 21,068:j(e of 1893 were framed .in good faith or with reasonable
skill and knowledge; they denied that they had infringed or threatened to
infringe the Patents or either of them; and they alleged. that both the Patents
were invalid upon the grounds set out in the Particulars of Objections. 50

The Particulars of Objections (which will be found fully set out ante page
423) contained the following allegations :--The alleged inventions were not
useful; the Plaintiff Robert Cumming Annand was not the first and true
inventor; the alleged inventions were not the proper subject-matter of Letters
Patent; and the Defendants relied in support of this last objection upon all 55
the prior publications referred to with regard to the respective Patents, and
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upon the common general knowledge relating (as to the 1893 Patent) to the
arrangement of printing and folding mechanism, or (as to the 1897 Patent) to
printing, cutting, and folding mechanisms and to the different arrangements of
the said mechanisms.

:> The action came on for trial on the 19th of March 1906, before Mr. Justice
Joyce, who held that the Patent of 1893 was invalid for want of subject-matter,
and, as to the Patent of 1897, that if the first Claim was to be construed widely
the Patent was invalid for want of subject-matter, but if it was to be construed
very narrowly then the Defendants had not infringed it. The action was

10 dismissed with costs. =1(1 The Plaintiffs appealed. .
The appeal came on for hearing, on the 23rd of July 1906, before Lords Justices

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, ROMER, and COZENS-HARDY.
Astbury K.C. and Frost (instructed by Sharpe, Parker, Pritchards, Barham,

and Lawford, agents for W. J. S. and J. A. S. Scott of Newcastle-upon-Tyne)
15 appeared for the Appellants; Cripps K.C., Bousfield K.C., and J. H. Gray

(instructed by Bower, Cotton, and Bouiery; appeared for the Respondents.
Astbury K.C. fo-r the Appellants.-Newspapers used to be printed by means

of boxes, called formes ; that method was slow, and no improvement was made
until stereos were introduced. Now, one can have the type running round the

20 cylinder instead of across it, and a speed of 12,000 revolutions an hour is
attainable. All is old except the re-arrangement of the parts with a view to
rapidity and certainty. It is necessary to have a machine capable of turning
out any multiple of two sides up to 32. There must be provision to prevent
the paper tearing. The Appellants' machine is so arranged that the paper need

25 not go round corners. Rapidity is essential; some papers have many, say nine,
editions in the afternoon, and seconds are of importance. 'I'he longitudinal
folder, which first enabled one to fold the web on the run, was invented in
1870 for folding cloth, and in 1885 was adopted by the Respondents for folding
paper. Formerly a chopper folder was used; it would not work at more than

:30 5000 revolutions an hour. The question involved is one of subject-matter-c
whether it is sufficient invention for the Patentee to choose some out of the
numerous parts in use in printing machines, and put them together to produce a
machine that will do what no other machine will do. There are many antici
pations alleged, but they do not effect the object in the same way, and

35 everybodyis copying the Appellants' arrangement. The number of the antici
pations is advantageous to the Appellants, as showing the ingenuity involved
in the invention. As to the paths of tapes, if one draws up the paper to the
rollers the tapes are unnecessary. The Respondents do not use the tapes.
It was old to put two presses back to back; it was old to have a space between

40 them; and it was old to have a folder in that space; but the only kind of
folder that anybody ever thought of using with what is called a middle delivery
-because, apparently, there were great disadvantages in having your paper
delivered in the middle of the Inachine-was a sheet folder or chopper folder.
There is nothing new in the folder by itself, or in the fact that there was

45 delivery through either of the folders. [ROMER L.J.-Really it is ludicrous to
say that that is a Patent. Whereas you had in between the two mechanisms
the old chopper folder you think you would like the. other folder better, and
you put the other folder in its place. That. is the whole thing. If that is a
Patent I might see one machine and say, ,,, I like that part of that and I do not

50 "like the other part"; and I might see another machine and say, "I like that
" part best; I will take a part of that one and this part of that one, and that is a
"Patent."] It is extraordinary that it never occurred to the Respondents, who
are said to have designed this longitudinal folder, to use it in this way; and
they took out many Patents for doing the very thing that the Appellants do,

* Ante, page 417.
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namely, to get longitudinal folding with quick delivery from two presses. It
never occurred to them to put it in the middle, and there was a very strong reason
why they should not, because when one has two presses together the old idea
was to put them at right angles, so that the delivery could be at the end of the
press. It certainly was not obvious to the people who invented this folder and 5
who had all these multiple presses to do it. They had this folder and they had
the Appellants' kind of printing machines, not arranged end to end. As a
matter of fact the only machines that were arranged end to end were colour
printing and sheet machines. Now that it is done it seems very simple to do
it, but it has effected an enormous difference in the output of the papers, 10
because in the case of people who had this mid-delivery it was always used for
sheet machines, and people have resorted to extraordinary shifts for the purpose
of getting this longitudinal folder working with two or more presses. What
Mr. Annand appreciated-that he has made an extremely useful machine the
Respondents admit, because they copy it-was that you must have exactly the 15
same length of travel from one machine to the folder as you have from the
other machine to the folder-that was never done before-because if one paper
travels round the corner and the other goes direct one may stretch and the other
may not, and they do not register, and what the Patentee was really driving at
was to turn out this product absolutely perfect at this great velocity. Professor 20
Boys said he thought there was a great deal of invention in it. [ROMER L.J.
And I suppose another expert says there was not.] Mr. Stoinburne thinks
exactly what yourLordship has put to me. [Counsel proceeded to deal with
Specification No. 7401 of 1897.J [ROMER L.J.-Nobody says that, once given
the idea, there is anything special for supporting a Patent in the method of 25
doing it.] No, I am not going to say that. [ROMER L,J.-Then there is an
end of it really, because you cannot Patent in a printing machine, taking a
well-known part of one machine to do the same thing, and merely taking
another part to do a separate thing, there being no ingenuity beyond the
idea in putting the two together.] There are the cases of Hinks v: Safety 30
Lighting Company (L.R. 4 C.D. 607), and Vickers v. Siddell (7 R.P.C. 292;
L.R. 15 App, Cas. 496). [COZEKS-HARDY L.J. referred to Williams v. Nye
(7 R.P.C. 37 and 62).J [ROMER L.J.-The two separate parts of the machine
are really doing each their own work, and not the less because you put them
into one machine.] 'There was not a single machine in the market on which it 35
was possible to run one part of it at a different rate from the other for the pur
pose of obtaining two products at once. [VAUGHAN WILLIAMS L.J.-Is that a
new result ?J It is a new result in this sense. It is an old result in the sense
that what one gets is printed matter. [VAUGHAN WILLIAMS L.J.-You
say it is a new result to run two parts of this particular machine at different 40
rates ?] A printer buys one of these multiple machines, and it does his book
work, his newspaper work, his morning paper and evening paper, and it is
turning them all out at once. Itnever did that before. Is it not ingenuity to
think out from well-known parts a thing which produces this prolific result?
If one has any previous machine which could be so used one cannot take out a 45
Patent for preventing a man using it as he likes, but that does not apply here.
If this 1897 Patent is good there is not a single previously known machine
that we should be in any way interfering with; but the Patent is for
putting together in a multiple of four all that a printer wants in his
place. [VAUGHAN WILLIAMS L.J.-Ingenuity may constitute invention some- 50
times, hut sometimes it does not. It is not enough to say, "This is a very
"ingenious arrangement of old materials."] In the view which the Court
takes I do not think it would be respectful to keep it up longer.

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS L.J.-We dismiss the appeal with costs.
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